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Merlin

So the child was delyverd unto Merlyn, and so he bare it forth unto
syre Ector and made an holy man to crysten hym and named hym
Arthur.
Merlin Ambrosius, adviser to King Arthur, sired by an incubus, is
said to be wizard, druid, priest, prophet, bard, and madman.
Merlin was discovered as a boy by the British king Vortigen when
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he solved a problem for the king – a tower which kept collapsing
was built above a lake in which two dragons fought – one red, and
one white, representing the Britons and the Saxons.
A man of many powers, Merlin was known for his wisdom, his
ability to alter his form, and his connection with dragons of legend.
He appeared in many forms – from an old man, to a huge stag.
His demonic heritage granted him the ability to see the future,
establishing his role as a prophet.
Merlin was not a man of combat, although he certainly had the
powers to punish those who would attack him – he could enchant
his foes, cause them to sleep, summon the aid of dragons, and raise
a deep fog; however, he was not one for flashy fireballs or bolts of
magical energy. He saw his role as one of advice and influence,
aiding King Arthur time and time again.
Merlin arranged the sword-in-the-stone contest, the defining
moment which led to Arthur becoming king; and later persuaded
the Lady of the Lake to present Arthur with his magical sword,
Excalibur, and devised the Round Table.
Many legends have Merlin responsible for the construction of
Stonehenge; others claim that he lived his life backwards, growing
younger as the years passed – and that this was how he knew the
future.
His downfall came when he fell in love with the Lady of the Lake.
Fearful that Merlin would use sorcery to influence her, she had
Merlin teach her his arts, only to use those powers against him –
sealing him forever in a magic tomb.
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Level 23 Solo Controller
(Leader)
XP 25,500

HP 840; Bloodied 420
AC 37; Fortitude 34; Reflex 35; Will 35
Speed 6
Saving Throws +5; Action Points 2
Standard Actions

Initiative +16
Perception +19

m Staff • At-Will
Attack: +28 vs. AC
Hit: 2d10 + 9 damage.
r Word of Pain (psychic) • At-Will
Attack: Range 10; +27 vs. Will
Hit: 3d6 + 10 psychic damage.
R Sleep (charm) • Encounter
Attack: Range 10; +27 vs. Fortitude
Hit: Target falls unconscious (save ends). Aftereffect: target is dazed (save ends).
R Forced Vision (psychic) • Recharge 5 6
Attack: Range 10; +27 vs. Will
Hit: 2d8 + 11 psychic damage, and the target is dazed (save ends).
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Minor Actions
Shapeshift (polymorph) • Encounter
Effect: Merlin can adopt the appearance of any medium sized or smaller natural
creature; he may choose one of the following move speeds: land 8, fly 6, swim 6,
climb 6. He may end the illusion as a free action.
C Summon the Wind (conjuration, cold) • At-Will
Attack: Close blast 4; all creatures in blast; +27 vs. Fortitude
Hit: 1d10 + 10 cold damage and target is pushed 3 squares.
R Healing Word (healing) • Encounter
Effect: Merlin or one ally within 5 squares regains 25 hit points and may make an
immediate saving throw against one status with a +2 bonus.
Triggered Actions
Prophetic Vision • Recharge 6
Trigger: Merlin is targeted by an attack.
Effect (Immediate Interrupt): The attacker must roll twice, taking the lower of the two
attack rolls.
Elemental Affinity • Encounter
Trigger: Merlin is targeted by an attack.
Effect (Immediate Interrupt): Merlin may choose one damage type. He gains Resist 10
to that damage type until the end of the encounter.
Wise Counselor • Recharge 6
Trigger: An ally within 5 squares misses an attack roll or fails a skill check.
Effect: The ally may reroll his attack roll his attack roll or skill check.
Skills Arcana +24, Bluff +23, Diplomacy +23, Dungeoneering +24, Heal +24, History +24,
Insight +24, Religion +24
Str 18 (+15)
Dex 21 (+16)
Wis 27 (+19)
Con 18 (+15)
Int 27 (+19)
Cha 24 (+18)
Alignment unaligned Languages All

C Raise the Mists (conjuration) • Encounter
Effect: Close burst 10; The area is covered in a dense fog creating a zone until the end
of the encounter. In the first round, the zone grants all creatures concealment from
each other (+2 to defences). In all subsequent rounds, all creatures have full
concealment from each other (+5 to defences).
Summon the Dragon (summoning) • Daily
Effect: Merlin summons an adult dragon (black, green, or red) , which appears
anywhere within 10 squares. It remains under Merlin's control until the end of the
encounter or until bloodied, whichever comes first, at which point it leaves.
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R Persuasive Tongue (charm) • Recharge 5 6
Attack: Ranged 10 (one creature); +27 vs. Will
Hit: Target is dominated (save ends). Aftereffect: target is dazed (save ends).
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